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MEMORANDUM AND ORDER

CLI-89- 10

Pending before the Commission is the motion of applicant Philadelphia

Electric Company ("PEC0") for clarification of the licensing status of the

Limerick Generating Station, Unit 2. In its motion, PEC0 requests that the

Comission authorize the NRC staff to grant low power and full power operating

licenses for Limerick Unit 2 pending completion of an ongoing adjudicatory

proceeding. That proceeding was convened by the Comission in response to a
.

recent decision by the United States Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit

ordering the agency to consider, in the context of the National Environmental

Policy Act ("NEPA"), certain severe accident mitigation design alternatives

("SAMDAs") for the Limerick f acility.

For the reasons stated herein, we find that licensing authorization can be

granted for low power operation pending completion of a hearing on the impacts
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of SAMDAs for mitigating severe accidents. Under the circumstances here, the e

Atomic Safety and Licensing Board's authorization for full power operation of

Limerick Unit 2 LBP-85-25, 22 NRC 101,116 (1985), and the existing final

environmental impact statement ("FES") for the Limerick facility, NUREG-0974

| (Apr.1984), without further supplementation, adequately support issuance of a

low power license once necessary NRC staff safety findings have been made. Low

power operation carries with it a much lower risk than full power of the type,

of severe accident that the SAMDAs being addressed are intended to mitigate.

Moreover, a cost /bensfit analysis for low power operation reveals that the

benefits far outweigh the minimal environmental costs that may be involved and,

in any event, establishes that low power operation will not foreclose the

adoption of any of the SAMDAs at isse.. Accordingly, the NRC staff, upon

making the appropriate findings pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 6 50.E7, may issue a low

power license.

Finally, because in this instance a determination regarding full power

authorization is one properly to be made in the context of the Commission's

immediate effectiveness review for Limerick Unit 2, we defer ruling upon that

issue until we conduct that review in accordance with 10 C.F.R. $ 2.764(f)(2).

I. Background

Applicant's motion comes in the wake of the decision by the United States

Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit in Limerick Ecoloay Action v. NRC,,

869 F.2d 719 (3d Cir.1989) (hereinafter cited as LEA). In LEA, the Third

Circuit held that the agency had erred in dismissing a contention by intervenor

Limerick Ecology Action (" LEA") that sought to obtain consideration of SAMDAs

for the Limerick Generating Station. The court instead declared that as part

of its NEPA responsibilities, the Commission had to give consideration to

k
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4 SAMDAs for the Limerick Generating Station. The court remanded the matter to

the agency for further proceedings.I

In its motion, PECO asserts that the Commission should declare that

authority over the issuance of the operating license for Limerick Unit 2 was

not delegated to the Licensing Board as result of the Commission's May 5,1989,

order remanding the issue of SAMDA consideration. According to PECO, the Third

Cirt.u +'s decision, by its own terms, had no impact upon the effectiveness of.

.the Licensing Board's initial decision authorizing issuance of an operating

license for Limerick Unit 2. Moreover, PEC0 reads the Commission's May 5 order

as a determination that the Licensing _ Board's authorization for issuance of a

full power license for Unit 2 remains valid. As a result, PECO concludes, the

Commission should direct the NRC staff to issue en operating license once the

staff has made the requisite findings under 10 C.F.R. 9 50.57. In addition,

the applicant requests that the Commission grant an exemption from any

applicable regulatory requirements in 10 C.F.R. Part 50 and Part 51 that would

be necessary to permit operation pending the outcome of the ongoing remand

adjudication.

IAlthough the agency sought rehearing and rehearing en banc of.this
decision, that request was denied on April 25, 1989. Thereafter, on May 5,
1989, the Commission entered an order that directed the Chairman of the Atomic
Safety and Licensing Board Panel to convene a Licensing Board to conduct.

further proceedings on the issue of SAMDA consideration, consistent with the
court's directive.

In its May 5 order, the Commission indicated that further litigation
should be limited to those mitigation alternatives identified by the Atomic
Safety and Licensing Appeal Board in ALAB-819, 22 NRC 681, 693-94 (1985), as
being supported with the required basis and specificity. LEA thus has the same
opportunity to obtain consideration of specific SAMDAs as it would have had if

(Footnote Continued on Next Page)
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Intervenor LEA and the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania (" Commonwealth")
'

,

oppose PEC0's motion. They assert that the effect of the Third Circuit's

decision was to nullify the authorization granted by the Licensing Board.

Moreover, they assert that the Commission's regulations in Part 51 specifically

require that the agency must rectify the inadecuacy in its NEPA statement
i

identified by the Third Circuit prior to providing-licensing authorization.-

They also assert that the grant of an exemption from the requirements of Parts
'

50 and 51 reouested by the applicant would be contrary to law and not in the |

public interest and thus should be denied.

j The NRC staff has asserted that case law governing the issuance of

| judicial stays in instances when an agency may be in violation of NEPA's

| requirements as well as Commission precedent would permit the agency to

| authorize operation of Limerick Unit 2 while the agency brings itself into

compliance with NEPA and the Third Circuit's order. The NRC staff also

suggests that an exemption from several of the agency's NEPA regulations may be I

necessary prior to authorizing full power operation of Limerick Unit 2, but
|

!

that an exemption would be authorized by law and would be in the public

interest.

In reviewing the positions of the parties, the Commission notes that they

have not made any differentiation between operation at low power (i.e., less

than five percent of rated power) and full power operation. For the reasons,

stated herein, we have chosen to treat these two modes of operation separately.

,

(FootnoteContinuedFromPreviousPage)
its SAMDA contention had been fully litigated before the Licensing Board when
it was submitted. If LEA now wishes to have other SAMDAs consiac-ad, it can do
so by satisfying the requirements governing late filed contentions.
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II. Low Power Operation(

The Commission's rules provide that upon application a low power license

<nay be authorized by a Licensing Board and issued by the NRC staff prior to the

completion of the Board's initial decision on full power authorization,

10' C.F.R. E 50.57(c), and that such low power authorization becomes effective

without any "ininediate effectiveness" review by the Commission, id.

92.764(f)(2). However, in the event that full power authorization is issued

by a Licensing Board prior to any request for low power authorization,- that

determination normally will be effective to support low power operation if the

applicant requests permission from the NRC staff, without review by the

Comnission. Id. Essentially, a Licensing Board's grant of full power

authorization subsumes any need to seek separate Licensing Board authorization

for low power operation.

In the unusual circumstances of this case, however, the question arises

whether the Licensing Board's decision of July 22, 1985, authorizing an

operating license for Limerick Unit 2 should be deemed effective to authorize

issuance of a low power license (one for operational testing at less than five

percent of rated power) in light of the Third Circuit's action hciding that

exclusion of LEA's SAMDA contention was unlawful. For the reasons set forth

below, the Commission finds that the existing Licensing Board authorization was

, and is effective to permit issuance of a low power license by the NRC staff

once it concludes that all other requirements of 10 C.F.R. 6 50.57 have been

met.

Neither the Third Circuit, the Commission, nor the Licensing Board has

acted (or has received a request to act) to stay or rescind the authorization f
granted by the Licensing Board for full power operation of the Limerick

|
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facility. Accordingly, as was explained supra, it continues to be a valid ,'
authorization for low power operation. And, under the Commission's rules,- that

authorization as it relates to low power operation is effective without further

Commission action.
'

1Moreover, after careful consideration'of the Third Circuit's i

determination, we have found nothing that leads us to conclucie that it compels

rescission of the_ Licensing Board authorization's effectiveness as it relates

to low power operation. As we explain below, the Third Circuit's decision

regarding SAMDA consideration in no way impinges upon the validity of the

existing FES as it relates to low power authorization. There thus is no need i

to intervene to delay the effectiveness of the existing Licensing Board

authorization based.upon that FES, at least insofar as it authorizes low power

operation.2

LEA and the Commonwealth take the position that the court's finding of a

NEPA deficiency has invalidated the agency's prior determinations regarding
,

Limerick to the extent that the Licensing Board's initiel decision authorizing

full power operation is void and no further action can be undertaken until a

NEPA supplement is issued by the NRC staff and found sufficient by the
4

Licensing Board. Nonetheless, as the NRC staff points out, the Third Circuit

did not take issue with any of the agency's findings on NEPA environmental

issues or Atomic Energy Act safety matters save one: its failure to analyze i
,

!
,

2The Third Circuit's decision with regard to the Graterford prisoners
likewise does not affect the authorization for low power operation since it
dealt only with an off-site emergency planning issue, a matter not relevant to
low power operation under the Commission's regulations. 10 C.F.R. Part 50,
App. E, 9 I.

I
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under NEPA the additional matter of the alternative of further mitigation of
,

the consequences of severe occidents through certain facility design changes.

Left standing by the court are the NRC staff's assessments in the final FES

that the risks of a severe accident itself are small, NUREG-0974,' at 6-3; that

operation of the Limerick generating station would have a minimal environmental

impact for full power operation, M. at 6-4; and that for full power operation,

there was an overall favorable balance of the benefits of the plant versus the
1

o vironmental costs that could result, id. Thus, the basic NEPA franework

supporting Limerick facility operation, including low power testing, remains in

pl ace.3
|
' In the face of an environmental analysis valid in all respects save one,

the issue with regard to low power is whether that deficiency is relevant to

low power operation or, stated another way, whether the existing FES will

support low power operation without further supplementation. The answer to

this question, in turn, depends on the degree to which severe accidents, and

the SAMDAs.that are intended to mitigate such accidents, are implicated in low

power operation.

During low power operation, the already small risk of a severe accident at

a boiling water reactor such as the Limerick facility is reduced still more.

.

3 Previously we have observed that in the usual case NEPA does not require
any separate environmental analysis 'of a proposal to issue a low power {operating license. Lona Island Lighting Co. (Shoreham Nuclear Power Station,
Unit 1), CLI-84-9, 19 NRC 1323, 1326 (1984). As an intermediate step to the
full power license that has very small impacts of its own, low power operation
for NEPA purposes is subsumed in the environmental evaluation for full power
cperation. M, Essentially, it " presents no environmental impacts different

pomo v. NRC, 772 F.2d 972, 975 (D.C. Cir.1985).
-Id. See alsoir kind from those considered in an EIS for full power."
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See 53 Fed. Reg. 36955, 36955 (Sept. 23, 1988); SECY-84-156. . Even for those'

o

[ accident sequences'that, if unmitigated, could-lead to a-radioactive release,

such as a large break loss of-coolant accident, the probability at low power is
'

1

lower than at full power by a factor of_ between 1000 and 100,M/, depending-

.

upon the event involved, and the consequences are significantly less severe.

SECY-84-156,. Enclosure 1. This is so because operators have more time

available to restore safety systems or take corrective action, because the

fission product inventory during the period of low power ~ operation is much less

than during full power operation, and because the required capacity for

existing mitigation systems on the facility is much reduced. Id_.; 53 Fed. Reg.

at 36955, 36956. Thus, this additional substantial reduction in what is

already acknowledged to be a small' risk of severe accidents establishes that

the court's requirement for SAMDA consideration is, in the context of low power

operation, directed at an insignificant risk. As a consequence, the mandate to

consider SAMDAs has no impact upon the validity of the existing NEPA findings

in the FES, which fully support low power operation without further !
'

supplementation.

Nonetheless, it might be asserted that if low power operation would

increase the environmental cost of SAMDA implementation to a degree sufficient

to outweigh the benefit of going ahead promptly with low power testing or would

otherwise foreciose subsequent SAMDA installation, in the circumstances of the
,

court's remand that might be reason to postpone low power operation. While it

is not apparent that an edditional formal cost / benefit analysis is necessary

for low power operation in this regard, the Commission nonetheless finds after

analyzing the circumstances here that these effects will not occur.

|
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On one' side of the b'alance are 1) the occupational exposures due tos

activation of materials in the reactor coolant system and contamination of !-

I

reactor coolant surfaces and 2) the possible slight increase of risk to the ]
public that in principle could arise from operation at low power without

mitigation alternatives for the short period, as little as three to four weeks,

while testing is underway. On the latter point, the parties have presented

nothing that suggests that any slightly increased risk to the public over the i

limited period of time necessary for low power testing warrants any significant

expense to reduce the risk. With respect to the issue of occupational )
!

exposure, on the basis of the NRC staff's analysis presented in its response to I
I

PEC0's notice, it appears that after full power operation has begun the

refueling outage installation of the SAMDA with the most occupational exposures

would result in an incremental exposure of approximately 1352 person-rem.4 |
|

However, in the case of low power operation, the radioactive contamination and

activation of reactor system components during the relatively short duration of

operation would result in occupational exposures that would be reduced by at

least seventy-five percent.5 This would place the incremental exposure
1

4 In its affidavit in support of its response to PEC0's motion, the NRC
staff references the installation time estimates for a direct water-cooled bed
rubble core retention device, found on page 3-48 of NUREG/CR-4025; the costs of l

proceeding with installation of that device after full power operation, found.

on page 3-49; and a dose rate of 40 millirem per hour found to be typical of
the drywell diaphragm floor where much of the work on that core retention
device would be performed. From these sources, it appears that approximately
33792 person hours would be reouired for installation, which at 40 millirem per

|
hour results in a total incremental exposure of 1352 person-rem.

5 In its affidavit in support of its response to PEC0's motion, the NRC |staff states that after low power testing, radioactive dose rates would be !

(Footnote Continued on Next Page)
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f- relating to SAMDA installation after low power operation at approximately 338 e

person-rem,0 which is comparable to the occupational exposure incurred as a

result of other major work performed during a typical boiling water reactor

refueling outage.

On the other side of the balance is the cost of delay of at least three toI

four weeks for full power operation that must be endured if low power testing

has not been started when Limerick Unit 2 is ready for full-power startup.

PECO apparently will be ready for full power operation of Unit 2 within the

next thirty to sixty days and the adjudicatory proceeding on SAMDAs is

reasonably likely to extend well beyond that time frame. On the basis of PECO

estimates contained in its motion and supporting documents (which LEA and the

Commonwealth do not seriously dispute), the cost of a one-month delay in full

power operation while low power testing is ongoing could be in excess of

forty million dollars.7

,

(Footnote Continued From Previous Page)
expected to be lower. The affidavit also states that after the second

refueling outage at Limerick Unit 1, which was over one year af ter the
beginning of full power operation, the drywell diaphragm floor dose rate was
about 10 millirem per hour. Given the substantially shorter period of time
involved for low power testing and the corresponding smaller amount of fission
or activation products that would be produced, this 10 millirem per hour
figure, which is one quarter of the full power dose rate adopted by the NRC
staff, represents a conservative upper boundary for dose rates to be expected.

as a result of low power operation.
6Given the average risk of inducing a fatal maligency of 10-4 per rem,

International Committee on Radiation Protection, Pub. 26, 'l 60, this
corresponds to a .03 premature cancer death ir the work force involved.

7This woulo include almost 12 million dollars in increased fuel costs,
approximately 30 nillion dollars allowance for funds used during construction,
and approximately five million dollars for operational, security, and
maintenance costs.
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' Added to this is the additionel risk of serious delay that.may result if.,

. low power testing is not authorized and thereby precludes the' early detection

.and correction of facility problems. In-addition to providing facility
i

operators with the opportunity to become familiar with the plant's operating
.

characteristics,' low power testing also provides an opportunity to identify

problems in equipment that cannot otherwise be tested except through plant ~|

operation at some, albeit low, power level. .This is particularly important

because it'can lead to the identification of problems that may take weeks or !

months to correct before full power operation would be allowed. In this :

instarice, that could save millions of additional dollars that will be lost if

low power testing, and the opportunity to discover and correct problems, is
I

delayed until the completion of the adjudicatory process.

In summary, whether to postpone low pouer testing prior to completing NEPA

consideration of SAMDAs primarily involves balancing costs of delay, which can !

be reasonably estimated to be tens of millions of dollars, against potential

occupational exposures on the order of 338 person-rem in the event that e

decision is made to install any particular SAMDA after the reactor has been j

contaminated by low power operation. This amount of occupational exposure,

spread out over work force of appropriate size to assure that NRC limits on

individual exposure in 10 C.F.R. Part 20 are not exceeded, is comparable to |
'l

exposures routinely incurred in the operation of power reactors. See Limerick,

FES, NUREG-0974, at 5-42. This does not mean that such an exposure is

automatically acceptable, but where, as here, eliminating it is likely to cause

1

1

I)
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delays costing many millions of dollars, the exposure may reasonably be s-

incurred.8-

Under these circumstances, the balance favors the prompt issuance of a low

power authorization for Limerick Unit 2.9 Moreover, it is apparent that the

low power operation of the facility will not foreclose the adoption of any of

the design alternatives that reasonably may be considered as part of the

agency's remand proceeding. As both PECO and NRC staff have indicated in their

filings, the operation of Limerick Unit 2 would not make physically impossible
ithe implementation of any of the mitigation design alternatives identified by

any of the parties for consideration in the remand proceeding. Also, the
;

utility has agreed that for purpose,s of evaluating any SAMDAs in the remand

proceeding, the cost / benefit ratio should be viewed as of the time'of initial- )
licensing without regard to any incremental costs that might be associated with

the implementation of a SAMDA after operation has begun. Further, based upon

the NRC staff's a0alysis of the SAMDA with the potential for the most severe
;

t

8
Using as guidance the numerical value of $1000 per person-rem of averted

radiation exposure per NUREG/CR-3568, entitled "A Handbook for Value-Impact i

Assessment," would indicate that a $338,000 expenditure would be justified to,
avoid 338 person-rem of cumulative exposure. A single day of delay in full
power operation of a large nuclear plant like Limerick Unit 2 could cost much
more than this.

9
~

As we have noted, the impact of incremental occupational exposures is
small. Also, while the temporary loss of potential incremental environmental
benefits of SAMDAs (incremental decreases in the risk of accidents) cannot in 4

the current state of the art of probabilistic risk assessment be precisely j
qutintified, it is clearly small as well since the entire residual risk of
operation even et full power is very small, given the Licensing Board's
unchallenged finding that Limerick Unit 2 will provide adequate protection of
the public health and safety. Therefore, small differences in either side of
the cost / benefit balance for any potential SAMDA would not make any difference
in the result.

L !
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implementation occupational exposures, described supra', .such exposures
.

>

y

seemingly would not skew the NEPA balancing analysis in such a manner as to '

foreclose any reasonable alternatives.10 Thus, low power operation would not

act to foreclose any reasonable SAMDA.Il

Accordingly, because any SAMDA supplementation resulting from the court's

remand is not relevant to authorization of low power' operation, which is f
4

already supported by the existing FES and the Licensing Board's authorization

of an operating license for Limerick Unit 2, and because any cost / benefit

analysis of the particulars of Limerick Unit 2 low power operation favors that

licensing action, the Commission by way of clarification concludes .that the

authorization issued by the Licensing Board remains unaltered and effective

with respect to low power testing. Moreover, no exemption from any regulatory

requirement is necessary for low power operet ion. Therefore, upon making the

necessary findings under 10 C.F.R. E 50.57, the NRC staff may proceed to issue

10There is the possibility of operational events during low power
operation, such as the leakage of contaminated cooling water into the drywell
in amounts .in excess of regulatory limits, that could increase somewhat the
additional expenses involved in later SAMDA implementation. The Commission
concludes that there is an insignificant possibility that these events would
increase environmental impacts by an amount' great enough to tilt the
cost / benefit analysis described above decisively in the opposite direction or
to foreclose SAMDA implementation.

IILow power operation generally is considered to encompass four phases:*

1) fuel loading and precriticality testing; 2) cold-criticality testing;
3) heatup and testing to one percent of rated power; and 4) testing at one to
five percent of rated power. In its June 8,1989 order, the Commission
indicated that the NRC staff was permitted to authorize phase 1 operation. In
phase 1, there is no radioactive contamination of the reactor core and so no
physical foreclosure of any alternative or any environmental cost by way of
incremental risk or subsequent occupational exposures. Such operation thus was
entirely appropriate under the existing Licensing Board authorization and the
FES.

!
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e-license for operation of Limerick. Unit 2 at power levels not to exceed five-

,

percent of rated power and that no exemption from any regulatory requirement 1
i

i for such low power authorization is necessary. !
!,

I, 'III. Full' Power Authorization '

|
In its motion, PEC0 also requests that the Commission authorize the NRC

1staff to issue a full power license for Limerick Unit 2. Previously, the -{

Commission allowed the Licensing Board's authorization for staff issuance of a

full power license to become effective only for Limerick. Unit 1. CLI-85-15, i

L 22NRC184'(1985). PEC0's request appears to assume that, pursuant to ]
10 C.F.R. 5 2.764, the Commission has completed its immediate effectiveness

| review of the Licensing Board's determination regarding Limerick Unit 2. This
!

is not the case, however, so that a determination such as PECO requests, which
'

.

would have the effect of declaring the Licensing Board's full power

authorization " effective," is premature.
|

Consistent with long-standing Commission practice, the Commission will not

complete its effectiveness review for Limerick Unit 2 until shortly before
|

Unit 2 is ready for full power operation. It is our current understanding from |

the NRC staff that Limerick Unit 2 will not be ready for such an effectiveness

review for at least thirty days. Prior to that time, however, the' Commission 1

may request that the parties address additional questions relating to the

,

,

r

|

I

|i

1 1

I

_
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issues reised in PECO's motion in the context of any effectiveness comments

they may provide.

It is so ORDERED.

I2[ .. the Co ssion4. '

e% 1 n'

! idgk'M; >lt ~12bhs SAh ha
/

c. p':r .9
'

4 'M i SAMUEL J.\ CHILKi;, ' U " g *&
~

'

Secretary of the Commission
%ce

Dated et Rockville, Maryland
s K. '

this i " day of July, 1989.

!

.

|

I Commissioner Roberts was not present for affirmation of this order. If

he had been present, he would have approved it.

L_______________ j
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